《The Mysterious CEO》
22, You said you trust me
Saturday
Little champ came to the Si Li's penthouse, he was going to stay for 2 days. So Lu Lan
had already made all the preparation for his stay. She was so excited that she almost
forgot that Si Li was also staying with her.
Original they planned to play football when they meet next time but because of Lu
Lan's leg fracture. She won't be able to play. So they decided to watch cartoons.
Little Champ like Doraemon and Shin-chan. They watched their movies and had fun.
Even Si Li felt that he was the third wheel between them. As he can't show his anger to
his son for taking his wife away from him, so he decided to stay in the study room and
complete his work.
Because of Lu Lan, Si Li always stay at home and bring his work at home. Sometimes
he allowed Lu Lan to help him in some work but he always made assure that she didn't
exhaust herself and because of his caring nature, Lu Lan was also started liking him.
Even Lu Xuelon may dislike her, she won't care about her anymore after what Madam
Lu and Lu Xuelon did to her.
After Little Champ left, she was again heartbroken and promised herself that she will
bring Little Champ here forever but for this, she has to prepare herself for longer
hunger strick or something severe. So Si Li won't be able to deny her.
In contrast, Si Li was finally relaxed. Now his wife pay attention to him, even if she
sometimes complaints to him that he won't allow her to do any work. He was happy to
see her cute little expression which she made so that he would agree with her.
Monday,

Si Li's penthouse
"I have talked to Dr Chen and he told me that plaster of your leg will be removed
tomorrow, " Si Li said reminder Lu Lan while they having their breakfast.
"Really" Lu Lan was excited finally she will be available to go outside after a long

time.
"Hmm, and I have already told him for your physiotherapy. You can start it from
tomorrow"
"Sure and I think after physiotherapy I should start to go office from tomorrow. It's
already been three weeks that I haven't gone to go to the office.
"No… I want to admit in the hospital" Si Li rejected her.
"What are saying, Mr. Si? Who is going stay in the hospital only for physiotherapy?"
"You…I want you to prepare yourself for Elder Lu's birthday party" Si Li said with
calm expression in his face.
Lu Lan was startled. She knew going to the Elder Lu's birthday party meant she had to
face Madam Lu and because of which she thought that she was going to avoid Elder
Lu party.
Si Li was her uneasiness "you said you trust me"
Lu Lan looked at Si Li's eyes. His dark blue eyes were as deep as ocean which showed
a sense of trust and warm. After a while, Lu Lan nodded "Okay"
Si Li smile slightly and patted her head "Don't worry I will do as per your wish"
Si Li will avenge for Lu Lan but he was required to consider Elder Lu. As Lu Lan
didn't want to hurt Elder Lu and because of his plan friendship of the elders should not
be affected.
As per Si Li plan, Lu Lan again admitted to hospital to start her physiotherapy. She
worked very hard and as a result, her condition had improved a lot after a few days.
Also, Si Li was prepared with his plan and now it's time for a good show...

